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Abstract

This report provides an introduction to online polling in its various forms (questionnaires, quizzes, surveys, assessment products, etc.), and discusses its advantages and problems in online education.

What is Online Polling?

The advent of online technologies during the 1990s has led to the development of numerous new automated data collection techniques and pre-configured Web polls (Ostendorf, 1994). These tend to emulate hand-held keypad systems used for anonymous polling in political and advertising research (Baggaley, 1997). Uses of the term “poll” differ widely. Mancinelle (2003) suggests that polls refer to a single question, while surveys are more complex. An earlier report in the current series (click here for Technical Report XII) however, has recommended the use of the term “online polling” in referring generally to “questionnaires, quizzing, survey and assessment products” (Baggaley, Kane, and Wade, 2002). The online format typically associated with these activities, is one in which participants place closed-ended “votes” in response to fixed questions or statements, and in which the votes are counted. The current use of “polling” as a generic term is thus consistent with the definition of “polling” provided by The Oxford Dictionary (Sykes, 1976), as being associated with voting and mediated by the counting of ballots. For the purposes of the current discussion, an online polling system may be further defined as an asynchronous or real-time process of information gathering, obtained via responses to question(s) mediated by Web-based formats.

Advantages of Polling Tools

The current authors have identified over 100 online polling tools to date. Some products offer a reduced-capability, free version that permits limited polling, with restrictions on the software’s features, and the number and length of the instrument generated. Typically, the software either generates Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) code for posting on websites, or the software developer hosts the poll and a Universal Resource Locator (URL) is sent by email to prospective respondents, with an invitation to participate. Access codes and other programming tools can be used to prevent unwanted or repeat responses. A variety of question templates (e.g., yes/ no, multiple choice, open answer, forced ranking, Likert scale questions, and paired comparisons) are available, and “themed” templates (e.g., course evaluations and project planning tools). Polls may be designed to require the completion of all items, and to accept only specific types of data such as numbers or letters. Polling tools vary in terms of the ease of poll construction, extent of customised reporting, degree of feedback available to the respondents, personalized greetings, and branding by the entity using the software (Bonk, 2003).
Email polls embedded in the body of the message have been found to produce a five-fold increase in response over those sent as attachments (Moss and Hendry, 2002). According to Kehoe and Pitkow (1996), “implementation of HTML forms turned the Web into a two-way medium to contact the audience directly.” Online polling is regarded as having advantages over the pencil-and-paper alternative, including savings of time and money, and fewer data collection errors (Solomon, 2001). It has been described as yielding faster responses, permitting adaptive responses whereby the questions can be changed according to the users’ input (Watt and Van Den Berg, 1995), and reducing fatigue by the use of easy click-response methods and colour graphics (Bonk, 2003). Handverk, Carson, and Blackwell, (2000) have suggested that Web respondents seem more comfortable with providing comments than mail-in poll respondents, possibly owing to “an additional sense of confidentiality.” Carbonaro, Bainbridge, and Wolodko (2002) describe advantages of online polling such as built-in security methods and user-friendly editing features (e.g., copy/paste, data processing, storage and display). Hitherto, Web polling has been regarded as less suspect than telephone surveys in terms of hidden sales motivation (Yun and Trumbo, 2000), although this may change (see next section). A cost-effectiveness benchmark favouring online polling over more traditional methods has been provided by Dillon (2001).

Significantly for distance education (DE) users, online polling has been regarded as helping to build online communities (Kvitka, 1999). Baggaley, Kane, and Wade (2002) have indicated that online polling can contribute to immediate satisfaction and camaraderie in synchronous discussion. Email surveys have also been described as providing a space for reflective conversation and “an exchange of ideas in which the expression and receipt of ideas leads to the construction of new understanding of their own experience among the participants” (Heflich and Rice, 1999). Baggaley (1997) described real-time polling methods in general as yielding frank and confidential responses on sensitive or embarrassing issues such as AIDS, and pointed out that the instant analysis and feedback of real-time polling results can provide timely feedback of individual and group opinions that, in turn, can guide the forum moderator. On balance, it is evident that the World Wide Web has created “an international and amorphous interaction of human agents through the digital transmission of information” (Witmer, Colman, and Katzman, 1999) and is ideal for the sharing of opinions, ideas, and knowledge. Web-based polling can enhance this process and add “collaborative power” to learning (Bonk, 2002).

**Disadvantages of Web Polling**

At present, the programming ability required by some polling software packages is beyond the scope “of most educational researchers, including those who specialize in technology,” and of browsers that do not fully support JavaScript (White, Carey, and Dailey, 2000). The use of complex software features may decrease Web response because of the technical problems and frustrations they can cause for inexperienced users. Web congestion can limit response rates (Solomon, 2001), as can slow Internet connections in the downloading of lengthy instruments and graphic files.

In addition, Carbonaro, Bainbridge, and Wolodko (2002) state that educational survey research conducted via the Web is still largely “devoid of study.” Out of 24 newspapers running quick polls, only two used a disclaimer explaining that the poll was unscientific (Schultz, 1999). From the statistical viewpoint, however, skeptical writers suggest that “most of the self-selected, online polls are worthless” and do not usually meet scientific standards (Rosenblatt, 1999). Online polls commonly involve sample/coverage bias (Solomon, 2001), whereby the polling sample fails to represent the target population due to the exclusion of individuals who cannot or do not choose to access the Internet. Bonk (2003) points to similar design flaws in online polling implementation, including failure to give respondents clear instructions and accompanying URLs. However, any method is as good or as poor as its users, and online polling methods are as susceptible to refinement as any data collection method. Sampling bias, for example, can be reduced by the use of multimode survey techniques (Yun and Trumbo,
Currently, writers differ on basic methodological issues relating to online polling. While Frary (2003) does not recommend the use of open-ended responses, Yun and Trumbo indicate that Web poll responses to well-designed open-ended questions can be more substantial and more self-disclosing than those elicited by mail-in methods. Schultz (1999) suggests that: “If the audience is informed of these deficiencies, online polls could still be used as a means to ignite and channel discussion.”

Usage patterns of online polling are shifting, however. Sax, Gilmartin, and Bryant (2003) have shown that recent online polls tend to have a lower response rate than print polls among students. Moss and Hendry (2002) note that response rates for email surveys appear to be declining apace with the growing increase in email traffic. They argue that “Internet savvy” users may have a shorter attention span than users of print polls, may be subject to more online distraction, and may be aware that polling costs are passed on to users who pay for Internet access and download time. Moss and Hendry also note that password access can reduce response rate. A major current issue for those interested in using online polling is thus the development of “best practices” (see Technical Report XXIII in this series).
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